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1. Introduction 

1.1. Purpose 

1.1.1. EWR Ltd has asked Savills to carry out three pieces of analysis: 

 Estimate possible land value uplift (LVU) associated with each Central Section route option 

immediately following announcement of a preferred route (i.e. the appraisal for each route assumes it 

is selected) and based on agreed growth and development assumptions. This should take into account 

hope value associated with promoted and other sites that are currently not allocated or proposed by 

local authorities in local plans. 

 Estimate how this LVU changes over time as local authorities move forward in allocating land for 

development and funding and development of EWR takes place. This should give an initial view on 

the likelihood of each planning authority being willing to make relevant allocations. 

 Identify locations with the most potential to negotiate conditional development agreements to secure 

LVU payments for EWR Ltd. 

 

1.2. Key Findings 

1.2.1. Overall key points include: 

 Bassingbourn has the most amount of potentially developable land (2,190 ha), closely followed by 

Cambourne (1,900 ha) and Tempsford (1,890 ha). Bedford Midland and Cambridge have the leasts 

amounts of potentially developable land (350 ha and 370ha respectively) 

 Route Option C has the most developable land (7,300 ha) followed by Route Option D (6,400 ha) 

 Bassingbourn, Cambourne and Tempsford are the station locations with the most amount of land which 

already have hope value and that is likely to have hope value if EWR stations were in these locations. 

 We assume that most of the potentially developable land will have been allocated by the last 

assessment period (early/mid 2030s) and a significant proportion will have been or will be under 

development. 

 By the last assessment period (early/mid 2030s) Bassinbourn has the highest value at around £4 

billion, and Cambourne and Tempsford have similar high values of around £3.5 billion (2019 prices). 

The other station locations have lower assessed values in the range of £1 billion to £2 billion. 

 Route Options C and D are assessed as having the biggest land values around stations by early/mid 

2030s of around £9 to 10 billion. Route Options B and E have similar estimated values around stations 

of around £8 billion. 

 The increase in land values over the assessment timeframe is substantial, increasing by around a 

factor of 20 over the baseline values. This though is an effect spread out over around 20 years and 

with significant and increasing costs at each stage of an uncertain process and various types of risk.  

 

1.2.2. On the potential for land value uplift sharing with EWR Co. our analysis suggests that: 

 Bedford South is preferred over Bedford Midland due to the greater availability of land with uplift 

potential and the larger land ownership parcels. 

 Sandy, Sandy South and Tempsford offer similar potential for LVS with Tempsford possibly being slight 

more promising than the other two locations. 
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 Cambourne and Bassingbourn offer similar potential with large parcels of land concentrated in a small 

number of ownerships. However it is not clear if the MoD is interested in disposing of its operational 

land at Bassingbourn. 

 Cambridge South offers opportunities if there were to be an EWR station in this location, though Green 

Belt designation of much of the land is a major question on future uplift potential. 

 

1.3. Structure 

1.3.1. This report is structured as follows: 

 Section 2: Approach and assumptions 

 Section 3: Land value uplift by property market area (PMA), land use and planning stage 

 Section 4: Land with potential for development and uplift 

 Section 5: LVU scenarios 

 Section 6: Potential for land value sharing 

 Section 7: Conclusions. 
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2. Approach and Assumptions 

2.1. Introduction 

2.1.1. This section provides an overview of the method and approach taken in assessing the possible LVU 

associated with each route option.  

2.2. Approach 

Study Area 

2.2.1. We have looked at land within 3km of potential EWR stations. These areas are shown in Figure 2.1 below. 

Figure 2.2 shows a breakdown of each route option.  

Figure 2.1 Possible EWR Stations 

 

Source: EWR, 2019, Savills 2019 
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Figure 2.2 EWR Route Options  

   

  

 

Source: EWR Co. 2019, Savills 2019  

 

Stations Areas  

2.2.2. The station locations we have considered are: 

 Bedford South  

 Bedford Midland  

 Sandy South (New)  

 Sandy  

 Tempsford  

 Bassingbourn  

 Cambourne  

 Cambridge South  

 Cambridge 

 

2.2.3. Cambridge South is not part of the consultation on EWR routes and stations and is an optional addition to 

the route options. 
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Data Sources 

2.2.4. We have used data including: 

 Land use information from the UKLand database. (This is a maintained, national land information 

database providing a detailed breakdown of the location, area and usage of land across the UK).  

 Agricultural Land Classification by Natural England. 

 Our Oxford-Cambridge Development Sites Database (DSD) tailored to this project. 

 Estimates of land values by key land uses, market area and planning and development status.  

 

2.2.5. As land value information is not publically available we use various sources to derive our land values. 

These are:  

 Local authorities Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) and local plan viability assessments. This work 

typically carries out residual appraisals of a representative mixture of types of schemes in the local 

authority area and is backed up by research on land values. The assessments used in our study area 

are:  

o Huntingdonshire District Council (DC) Viability Testing of Community Infrastructure Levy 

Charges  

o Bedford Borough Council (BC) Community Infrastructure Levy: Viability Study, 2013 

o Central Bedfordshire Council Local Plan Viability Assessment, 2017 

o Cambridge City Council and South Cambridgeshire District Council Local Plans Viability 

Update, October 2015  

 Estimated land values provided by Savills staff working in the study area. This draws upon our market 

knowledge and experience.  

 Research into recently achieved land sales values. Unlike property sales where data is collected by 

the Land Registry, there is no central database on land sales and information is scarce. We compare 

this information with the land value assumptions made in the CIL documents and the values provided 

by Savills staff.  

 

2.3. Assumptions 

2.3.1. The following assumptions have been agreed with EWR Ltd: 

 When EWR Ltd announces a preferred route this is likely to be shown as a large indicative ‘node’ 

where a station might be located. 

Local plan allocations and development is assumed to come forward within 3km of each station 

location 

 Land within 3km is further limited by a number of constraints, including relevant environmental 

characteristics and existing development. Other planning policy designations, including Green Belt, 

are though assumed to have the potential to be flexible. 

 Costs of other associated infrastructure are assumed to be similar for all growth and similar in scale 

and nature to benchmark schemes/market experience informing our analysis. 

 A base level of planning gain per unit of development is set covering relevant infrastructure and 

affordable housing, i.e. this is treated as a fixed cost/rate rather than a variable cost that flexes to 

influence land value. Our experience is this is typically assumed to be around £20,000 per residential 

unit though this can vary substantially. 

 There is no significant change in the policy environment. In particular the recommendations of the 
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Letwin review are not systematically implemented (this interacts with the above assumptions). 

 The position on the Oxford Cambridge Expressway and associated aspirations for growth is not 

determined until EWR’s land value capture is in place.  

 

2.4. Limitations  

2.4.1. Land values can vary substantially in the light of the specific characteristics of each site and wider market 

and economic conditions. Our work is a broad-brush exercise seeking to estimate an overall picture rather 

than specific values. 

2.4.2. The results of this exercise are indicative only.  
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3. Land Values, PMA, Land Use and Planning Status  

3.1. Introduction 

3.1.1. This section sets out our broad conclusions on how average land values per hectare vary by the following 

variables: 

 Property market area (PMA) 

 Land use  

 Planning and development status. 

 

3.2. Definitions of Variables 

3.2.1. Below we set out the definitions we have used for each variable. 

Property Market Areas 

3.2.2. Our study area includes the EWR route options A-E provided to us by EWR Co. Our view is that the study 

area straddles three broad property market areas (PMAs). These are: Bedford to A1; A1 to Cambridge 

Green Belt; and Cambridge Green Belt.  

3.2.3. The PMAs are shown in Figure 3.1 below. 

Figure 3.1 Property Market Areas 

 

Source: Savills, 2019  
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4. Land with Potential for Development and LVU 

4.1. Introduction 

4.1.1. This section sets out our analysis on the land with potential for development and land value uplift by EWR 

corridor option.  

4.2. Land Characteristics and LVU Potential 

4.2.1. In considering the potential for LVU we have used the following variables: 

 Environmental constraints 

 Existing development 

 Land near stations and settlements 

 Access to service infrastructure 

 Planning status. 

 

4.2.2. These are outlined below. 

Environmental Constraints, Existing Development and Land Near Stations and Settlements 

4.2.3. We assume that the following are absolute development constraints: 

 A range of environmental constraints (see Appendix B for details) 

 Land within 3km of potential station locations and existing settlements 

 Land not already developed and currently occupied. 

 

4.2.4. Plans taking these constraints in to account are shown in Figure 4.1 to Figure 4.5 below. 
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Figure 4.1 Potentially Developable Land around Existing Settlements and Proposed Station Corridors 

 

 

Source: Savills, 2019  
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Figure 4.2 Potentially Developable Land across the Bedford Area 

 

Source: Savills, 2019 
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Figure 4.3 Potentially Developable Land across St Neots and Sandy  

 

Source: Savills, 2019 
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Figure 4.4 Potentially Developable Land across Cambourne and Bassingbourn  

 

Source: Savills, 2019  
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Figure 4.5 Potentially Developable Land across Cambridge  

 

Source: Savills, 2019  
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Access to Existing Infrastructure  

4.2.5. Infrastructure can add significant costs to development and can make it unviable. We assume that, other 

factors being equal, sites better served by existing infrastructure will have more potential for land value 

uplift than sites less well served by existing infrastructure.  

4.2.6. We do not have comprehensive information on all relevant infrastructure. Broadly speaking relevant 

infrastructure falls in to three categories: roads and transport; utilities and environment; and social 

infrastructure. Points of note on these three categories are: 

 Roads and transport infrastructure requirements and costs will vary substantially depending on the 

characteristics of the site and proposals. Generally speaking the nearer a site is to existing or proposed 

roads infrastructure and junctions with capacity the more likely it is that acceptable transport solutions 

can be found. 

 On larger scale development required new social infrastructure usually is proportionate to the scale of 

development and can be provided on site.  

 Utilities and environmental infrastructure requirements can vary significantly depending on local 

circumstances. We do not have this information so this is a major caveat on our analysis. 

 

4.2.7. We have selected roads and public transport as being the most readily available indicator of infrastructure’s 

influence on potential for LVU. Relevant roads and a catchment around them are shown in Figure 4.6. 

Figure 4.6 Relevant Roads and Broad Catchments 

 

 

Source: Savills, 2019  
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Planning Status 

4.2.8. We judge that the land with the most potential for uplift will be sites that are not already allocated and which 

do not face major infrastructure constraints. Our broad-brush assessment of these sites are shown in 

Figure 4.7 to Figure 4.11 below. 

Figure 4.7 Sites with Largest Percentage Uplift Potential Compared to Existing Value 

 

 

Source: Savills, 2019  
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Figure 4.8 Sites with Uplift Potential Across the Bedford Area  

 

Source: Savills, 2019  
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Figure 4.9 Sites with Uplift Potential Across St Neots and Sandy  

 

 

Source: Savills, 2019  
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Figure 4.10 Sites with Uplift Potential Across Cambourne and Bassingbourn  

 

Source: Savills, 2019  
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Figure 4.11 Sites with Uplift Potential Across Cambridge  

 

Source: Savills, 2019  
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5. LVU Scenarios 

5.1. Introduction 

5.1.1. This section provides an overview of the method and results to estimate the land value of the developable 

land around each station and for each route option. It also presents uplift scenarios for each station at the 

time of the preferred route announcement as well as five and ten years after the announcement. 

5.1.2. Overall key points include: 

 Bassingbourn has the most potentially developable land (2,190 ha), closely followed by Cambourne 

(1,900 ha) and Tempsford (1,890 ha). Bedford Midland and Cambridge have the leasts amounts of 

potentially developable land (350 ha and 370ha respectively) 

 Route Option C has the most developable land (7,300 ha) followed by Route Option D (6,400 ha) 

 Bassingbourn, Cambourne and Tempsford are the station locations with the most amout of land which 

already have hope value and that is likely to have hope value if EWR stations were in these locations. 

 We assume that most of the potentially developable land will have been allocated by the last 

assessment period (early/mid 2030s) and a significant proportion will have been or will be under 

development. 

 By the last assessment period (early/mid 2030s) Bassinbourn has the highest value at around £4 

billion, and Cambourne and Tempsford have similar high values of around £3.5 billion (2019 prices). 

The other station locations have lower assessed values in the range of £1 billion to £2 billion. 

 Route Options C and D are assessed as having the biggest land values around stations by early/mid 

2030s of around £9 to 10 billion. Route Options B and E have similar estimated values around stations 

of around £8 billion. 

 The increase in land values over the assessment timeframe is substantial, increasing by around a 

factor of 20 over the baseline values. This though is an effect spread out over around 20 years and 

with significant and increasing costs at each stage of an uncertain process and various types of risk.  

 

5.2. Approach 

5.2.1. Our study area includes the immediate area around EWR potential stations (3km radius) as shown in 

Figure 4.1.  

5.2.2. Our approach is similar to the one used in estimating the total land value of each route option.We aggregate 

the land uses provided by UKLand GIS database into the following main categories: 

 Agriculture 

 Industrial 

 Office 

 Residential 

 Retail/leisure. 

 

5.2.3. We exclude from our analysis transport uses as these refer to the existing road and rail network.  

5.2.4. In order to use the above land values in estimating the land value in the areas around stations we 

consolidate land use information with our development sites and segregate land by use and state. The 
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state of land indicates if the land is allocated or has a planning permission. We use these two datasets to 

fill the gabs as the development sites do not cover the whole land extent of each option. We then assign 

each plot of land to the relevant property market area.  

5.2.5. By completing the above exercise we have for each plot of land its existing or proposed land use, if it is an 

allocated site or site in the planning process development, its state and property market area. 

5.2.6. We present our analysis in three steps: 

 Estimate of land area and how this changes over time 

 Estimate of land values per hectare by planning and development status and how this changes over 

time 

 Consequent estimate of total land value and how this changes over time. 

  

5.2.7. On time points for assessing uplift potential we have selected the following: 

 Now, i.e. baseline before EWR route announcement 

 EWR route announcement (2019) 

 EWR gains consent and funding, assumed to be in the early 2020s1 

 Mid EWR construction, assumed to be late 2020s/early 2030s 

 Five years post opening (early/mid 2030s) 

 

5.2.8. These are in approximate five year intervals.  

5.2.9. Results are presented by station area and by route option. Values are in 2019 prices and do not take 

account of inflation and do not have a discount factor applied to estimate net present value. The estimates 

of value only relate to the assessed potential developable land. There may be increases in value of existing 

developed land but these are not assessed. 

5.2.10. The results of this exercise are indicative only and actual values may vary by a wide margin. 

5.3. Land Area by Development Status Over Time 

5.3.1. We assume that proportions of land will steadily move through the planning and development process over 

time. We have made some broad-brush and illustrative assumptions on how much land moves through 

each stage for each period of time. Much will depend on the appetite of the local authorities to allocate 

land. A critical issue, particularly nearer Cambridge, will be whether it is decided to release Green Belt 

land. Our analysis assumes there will be significant Green Belt release. 

5.3.2. Our assessment of land by development status by station area for the baseline situation is shown in Table 

4.1 and Figure 4.12 at the end of the previous section. Our assessment of land by development status by 

route option for the baseline situation is shown in Table 4.2 and Figure 4.13 at the end of the previous 

section.  

5.3.3. Our assessment of land by development status by station area once the preferred EWR route is announced 

                                                      
1 EWR Co.’s programme is for their Development Consent Order to be confirmed in 2023. See EWR Consultation Document, January 2019, page 

11. 
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is shown in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.1 below. Our assessment of land by development status by route 

option is shown in Table 5.2 and Figure 5.2 below. The main change from pre-announcement is that land 

currently with assessed no hope value shifts across to land with hope value. 

5.3.4. Our assessment of land by development status by station area on consent for EWR being achieved and 

funding secured (early/mid 2020s) is shown in Table 5.3 and Figure 5.3 below. Our assessment of land 

by development status by route option is shown in Table 5.4 and Figure 5.4 below. Generally speaking a 

significant proportion of land from each stage of the planning and development process shifts to the next 

stage. 

5.3.5. Our assessment of land by development status by station area mid EWR construction (late 2020s/early 

2030s) is shown in Table 5.5 and Figure 5.5 below. Our assessment of land by development status by 

route option is shown in Table 5.6 and Figure 5.6 below. Generally speaking a significant proportion of 

land from each stage of the planning and development process shifts to the next stage. 

5.3.6. Our assessment of land by development status by station area around five years post opening (mid 2030s) 

is shown in Table 5.7 and Figure 5.7 below. Our assessment of land by development status by route 

option is shown in Table 5.8 and Figure 5.8 below. Generally speaking a significant proportion of land 

from each stage of the planning and development process shifts to the next stage. 

5.3.7. Overall key points include: 

 Bassingbourn has the most potentially developable land (2,190 ha), closely followed by Cambourne 

(1,900 ha) and Tempsford (1,890 ha) 

 Bedford Midland and Cambridge have the leasts amounts of potentially developable land (350 ha and 

370ha respectively) 

 Route Option C has the most developable land (7,300 ha) followed by Route Option D (6,400 ha) 

 Station areas with the most amount of land likely to have additional hope value associated with EWR 

are Sandy South, Sandy, Cambourne and Bassingbourn 

 Bassingbourn, Cambourne and Tempsford are the station locations with the most amout of land which 

already have hope value and that is likely to have hope value if EWR stations were in these locations. 

 We assume that most of the potentially developable land will have been allocated by the last 

assessment period (early/mid 2030s) and a significant proportion will have been or will be under 

development.  
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5.5. Total Land Value Over Time 

5.5.1. Our assessment of land value by development status by station pre the announcement of the preferred 

EWR route is shown in Table 5.10 and Figure 5.10 below. Our assessment of land value by development 

status by route option is shown in Table 5.11 and Figure 5.11 below. 

5.5.2. Our assessment of land value by development status by station area once the preferred EWR route is 

announced is shown in Table 5.12 and Figure 5.12 below. Our assessment of land value by development 

status by route option is shown in Table 5.13 and Figure 5.13 below. The main change from pre-

announcement is that land currently with assessed no hope value shifts across to land with hope value. 

(However not all of this hope value will be translated in to actual values and it is unlikely that all the land 

would be sold at these values. Rather some land will be sold or have options at values in this order). 

5.5.3. Our assessment of land value by development status by station area on consent for EWR being achieved 

and funding secured (early/mid 2020s) is shown in Table 5.14 and Figure 5.14 below. Our assessment of 

land value by development status by route option is shown in Table 5.15 and Figure 5.15 below. Generally 

speaking a significant proportion of land from each stage of the planning and development process shifts 

to the next stage and increases in value. 

5.5.4. Our assessment of land value by development status by station area mid EWR construction (late 

2020s/early 2030s) is shown in Table 5.16 and Figure 5.16 below. Our assessment of land value by 

development status by route option is shown in Table 5.17 and Figure 5.17 below. Generally speaking a 

significant proportion of land from each stage of the planning and development process shifts to the next 

stage and increases in value. 

5.5.5. Our assessment of land value by development status by station area around five years post opening (mid 

2030s) is shown in Table 5.18 and Figure 5.18 below. Our assessment of land value by development 

status by route option is shown in Table 5.19 and Figure 5.19 below. Generally speaking a significant 

proportion of land from each stage of the planning and development process shifts to the next stage and 

increases in value. 

5.5.6. A comparison of the different time periods is shown in Figure 5.20 and Figure 5.21 below. Generally 

speaking a significant proportion of land from each stage of the planning and development process shifts 

to the next stage.  

5.5.7. Overall key points include: 

 Cambridge South is assessed to have the highest land value prior to EWR route announcement of 

around £170 million. Cambourne, Bassingbourn ,Tempsford and Bedford South are valued at a similar 

level to Cambridge South , and the other station areas are significantly lower. 

 By the last assessment period (mid 2030s) Bassinbourn has the highest value at around £4 billion, 

and Cambourne and Tempsford have similar high values of around £3.5 billion (2019 prices). The 

other station locations have lower assessed values in the range of £0.5 billion to £2 billion. 

 Route Options C and D are assessed as having the biggest land values by mid 2030s of around £11 

to 12 billion. Route Options A and B have similar estimated values of around £9 billion. 

 The increase in land values over the assessment timeframe is substantial, increasing by around a 

factor of 20 over the baseline values. This though is an effect spread out over around 20 years and 

with significant and increasing costs at each stage of an uncertain process and various types of risk.  
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5.6. Local Authorities and New Allocations 

5.6.1. EWR Co. have asked Savills to comment on the likelihood of each local authority along the EWR corridor 

options making allocations. This is a difficult question to answer as the authorities willingness to allocate 

land is a political decision and local politicians may either not have decided what they wich to do, or may 

change their minds, or political control may switch to others with different agendas. 

5.6.2. Our overall observations are that: 

 Allocations are likely to be easier and more likely in non-Green Belt locations. In particular allocating 

land for development in the Cambridge South area would be contentinous. 

 Generally allocations nearer to existing town centres and road, other public transport (e.g. north-south 

rail lines), utilities and community infrastructure is likely to be easier to justify relative to national 

planning policy priorities than allocations in more isolated locations with less existing infrastructure.  

 

5.6.3. There are five local authorities in the EWR Central Section area. These are: 

 Bedford Borough Council 

 Central Bedfordshire Council 

 Huntingdonshire District Council 

 South Cambridge District Council 

 Cambridge City Council. 

 

5.6.4. We have reviewed publically available documents on the councils’ position on EWR routes, stations and 

new allocations. In summary relevant points are as follows: 

Bedford Borough Council 

 We could not find an official response to EWR consultation. However via published documents is is 

clear that the borough supports EWR and is in favour of routes using Bedford Midland as a station. 

 

Central Bedfordshire Council 

 We could not find an official response from Central Bedfordshire Council. 

 

Huntingdonshire District Council 

 The council supports Routes B or E, the two options that include stations south of St Neots and 

Cambourne. They state that along with the A428/A421, a route south of St Neots would provide a key, 

single, east-west transport corridor. This could enable connected, sustainable growth, and provide 

enhanced public transport options2. 

 

South Cambridgeshire District Council 

 The council’s response to EWR states that routes incuding Cambourne as a station could be preferable 

as they envisage that these routes will have a positive impact on housing delivery rates in Cambourne 

, are in line with the district’s existing development strategy and existing and proposed transport 

infrastructure and avoid potential environmental impacts. 

 The council points out that EWR Co should take the following into account in selecting a preferred 

                                                      
2 https://www.huntingdonshire.gov.uk/news/district-council-comments-on-east-west-rail-bedford-to-cambridge-route-option/ 
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route: 

o Local infrastrucure projects, such as Cambridge Autonomous Metro. 

o Impacts to local communities.  

o Environmental, landscape and heritage impacts.  

o The role of freight in moving goods. 

 According to the council EWR should serve directly Cambridge Biomedical Campus and enable 

efficient connection with destinations east of Cambridge. 

 

Cambridge City Council 

 Cambridge Ciity Council supports in principle the routes going via Cambourne (options B and E) as 

long as environmental impacts can be mitigated. However the council does not roule out any of the 

options. 

 Cambridge City Council requires closer engagement with EWR Co as EWR needs to be aligned with 

the emerging Greater Cambridge Local Plan. This will allow the consideration of challenges and 

opportunities created by the railway and the local economic, social and environmental issues raised 

by the Local Plan. 

 Cambridge City Council points out the need for Cambridge Autonomous Metro and East West Rail to 

be complimentary projects. 

 The council notes the critical need for Government and all partners to remain focused on the delivery 

of the Cambridge South station, as a separate but linked project to East West Rail. 
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6. Potential for Land Value Sharing 

6.1. Introduction 

6.1.1. This section sets out our broad conclusions on the potential for EWR Co. to gain a share of land value 

uplift arising from the EWR project. We review whether there are any particular differences in the potential 

to share uplift by corridor option. 

6.1.2. EWR Co.’s thinking is that it could enter in to conditional development agreements with landowners. The 

agreements could for example be conditional on EWR Co. selecting a route that benefits relevant 

landowners and conditional on the relevant local authority then allocating the land for development. 

6.1.3. Our main tool for assessing the potential of different locations and route options for land value sharing 

(LVS) is to combine our analysis on locations with most potential for LVU together with analysis of the size 

of land ownership parcels. Development agreements are usually time-intensive and difficult matters to sort 

out and consequently the fewer parties involved and the bigger their interests the more promising such an 

approach could be. Consequently we have reviewed where the largest land parcels are concentrated. 

6.1.4. Overall our analysis suggests that: 

 Bedford South is preferred over Bedford Midland due to the greater availability of land with uplift 

potential and the larger land ownership parcels 

 Sandy, Sandy South and Tempsford offer similar potential for LVS with Tempsford possibly being 

slightly more promising than the other two locations 

 Cambourne and Bassingbourn offer similar promising potential with large parcels of land concentrated 

in a small number of ownerships. However it is not clear if the MoD is interested in disposing of its 

operational land at Bassingbourn. 

 Cambridge South offers opportunities if there were to be an EWR station in this location, though the 

Green Belt designation of much of the land is a major question on future uplift potential. 

  

6.2. Concentration/Fragmentation of Land Ownership 

6.2.1. Larger land ownership parcels are shown in Figures 6.1 below and Figure 6.2 to Figure 6.5 show land 

ownership parcels in each area separately.  

6.2.2. The majority of stations have large ownerships of 200 ha or more nearby. Key points of note include: 

 The areas around more urban stations like Bedford Midland and Cambridge have a higher 

concentration of smaller parcels of land than the other stations. 

 Bedford South has larger ownerships and a land value uplift share is more likely.  

 The areas near St Neots and Sandy also have larger ownerships with St Neots and Tempsford 

apperating to offer a slightly better potential for uplift sharing than Sandy.  

 Both Cambourne and Bassingbourn have a high uplift share potential though as far as we understand 

a key land owner at Bassingbourn, the Ministry of Defence, does not have any plans to dispose of its 

interests.  

 Cambridge South also offers potential for land value sharing though almost all the relevant land is in 

the Green Belt. 
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Figure 6.1 Land Ownership by Size (Ha) of Sites Surrounding Possible EWR Stations  

 
Source: Savills, 2019  
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Figure 6.2 Land Ownership by Size (Ha) of Sites Across Bedford  

 

Source: Savills, 2019  
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Figure 6.3 Land Ownership by Size (Ha) of Sites Across St Neots and Sandy 

 

Source: Savills, 2019  
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Figure 6.4 Land Ownership by Size (Ha) of Sites Across Cambourne and Bassingbourn 

 

Source: Savills, 2019  
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Figure 6.5 Land Ownership by Size (Ha) of Sites Across Cambridge  

 

Source: Savills, 2019  
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6.3. Conclusion 

6.3.1. A composite map showing areas with LVS potential compared with EWR corridors is shown in Figure 6.6  

below.  

Figure 6.6 Land Ownership by Size (Ha) of Sites Across Cambridge and EWR Options  

 

Source: Savills, 2019  

6.3.2. This shows that the route options passing via Tempsford may have a higher land value share potential 

than the one in Sandy. Advantages include the new A428 road that is expected to improve accessibility in 

the area and large land ownerships.  

6.3.3. Basingbourn is the least accessible area and other than the possibility of EWR there are no major 

infrastructure projects planned. 

6.3.4. Overall our analysis suggests that: 

 Bedford South is preferred over Bedford Midland due to the greater availability of land with uplift 

potential and the larger land ownership parcels 

 Sandy, Sandy South and Tempsford offer similar potential for LVS with Tempsford possibly being 

slightly more promising than the other two locations 

 Cambourne and Bassingbourn offer similar LVS potential with large parcels of land concentrated in a 
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small number of ownerships. However it is not clear if the MoD is interested in disposing of its 

operational land. 

 Cambridge South offers opportunities if there were to be an EWR station in this location, though Green 

Belt designation of much of the land is a major question on future uplift potential. 

 

6.3.5. Other relevant factors include building up an understanding of the relevant land owners’ interests and 

objectives. For example the Cambridge colleges may take a long-term view on if and how to develop their 

land assets and consequently may be reluctant to move quickly. 

6.3.6. The actual values that are available for sharing will depend on a number of wider factors. Relevant factors 

include: 

 The stage at which EWR Co. becomes involved and for how long. 

 The degree of risk and up-front funding EWR Co. is prepared to commit. 

 The wider policy position of other public sector organisations on planning obligations. 

 

6.3.7. As illustrated in Figure 5.20 and Figure 5.21 and in Section 3 although the largest proportionate increases 

in value occuer in the early stages of hope value and draft allocations in absolute terms the largest 

increases in value are in the latter stages. As also highlighted in Table 3.8 the return on capital requires 

increasing amounts of investment in the later development stages. While the first stage represents a highly 

profitable increase in value at modest cost in overall terms the values realised are small compared to the 

ultimate value of the land. In general terms we would expect returns on investment in later stages to be 

closer to normal benchmarks on investment given risk characteristics3. The implications for EWR Co. are 

that if it enters in to land uplift sharing agreements it may be able to achieve significant returns on 

investment at an early stage but these may be relatively modest sums compared to overall potential. To 

realise larger sums requires a longer-term investment in land development. 

6.3.8. A key question is what type and scale of planning obligations will be required. The recent Letwin Review 

and existing government policy emphasises that needs arising as a consequence of development should 

be met by the developments. This in principle can cover all relevant transport, utilities, environmental and 

social infrastructure, including affordable housing. In principle these obligations could be set at a level that 

reduces land values to a minimum level required to induce cooperation. This is partly set by market 

expectations and the degree of certainty and clarity to the policy environment.  

6.3.9. The overall context is complex and usually requires long-term commitments and significant up-front 

resourcing to bring development successfully forward. This suggests that any conditional agreements that 

EWR Co. may seek with partners are likely to require considerable up-front investment of time and 

resources. 

 

  

                                                      
3 Of potential relevance is research that finds that a doubling of a town/city’s population leads to an 85% increase in total networks such as roads, 

utilities networks etc. In contrast a doubling of a town/city’s population also leads to a 115% increase in socio-economic characteristics such as 

average wages and business start-up rates. See ‘Scale’ by . The implications for costs of infrastructure and development profitability 

are not clear. The two factors will to some degree balance out.  
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7. Conclusions 

7.1.1. Overall key points include: 

 Bassingbourn has the most amount of potentially developable land (2,190 ha), closely followed by 

Cambourne (1,900 ha) and Tempsford (1,890 ha). Bedford Midland and Cambridge have the leasts 

amounts of potentially developable land (350 ha and 370ha respectively) 

 Route Option C has the most developable land (7,300 ha) followed by Route Option D (6,400 ha) 

 Bassingbourn, Cambourne and Tempsford are the station locations with the most amount of land which 

already have hope value and that is likely to have hope value if EWR stations were in these locations. 

 We assume that most of the potentially developable land will have been allocated by the last 

assessment period (early/mid 2030s) and a significant proportion will have been or will be under 

development. 

 By the last assessment period (mid 2030s) Bassinbourn has the highest value at around £3.7 billion, 

and Cambourne and Tempsford have similar high values of around £3.3 billion (2019 prices). The 

other station locations have lower assessed values in the range of 0.5 billion to £2.7 billion. 

 Route Options C and D are assessed as having the biggest land values by early/mid 2030s of around 

£11 to 12 billion. Route Options A and B have similar estimated values of around £9 billion. 

 The increase in land values over the assessment timeframe is substantial, increasing by around a 

factor of 20 over the baseline values. This though is an effect spread out over around 20 years and 

with significant and increasing costs at each stage of an uncertain process and various types of risk.  

 

7.1.2. On the potential for land value uplift sharing with EWR Co. our analysis suggests that: 

 Bedford South is preferred over Bedford Midland due to the greater availability of land with uplift 

potential and the larger land ownership parcels 

 Sandy, Sandy South and Tempsford offer similar potential for LVS with Tempsford possibly being 

slightly more promising than the other two locations 

 Cambourne and Bassingbourn offer similar promising potential with large parcels of land concentrated 

in a small number of ownerships. However it is not clear if the MoD is interested in disposing of its 

operational land. 

 Cambridge South offers opportunities if there were to be an EWR station in this location, though Green 

Belt designation of much of the land is a major question on future uplift potential. 
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Appendix A: Glossary 

 

BC Borough Council 

CIL Community Infrastructure Levy 

DC District Council 

DSD Development Sites Database 

EWR East West Rail 

EWR Co. East West Rail Company Limited 

GIS Geographic information system 

LA Local authority 

LVC Land value capture 

LVS Land value sharing 

LVU Land value uplift 

PMA Property market area 

PP Planning permission 
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Appendix B: Environmental Constraints 

 






